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Abstract—We consider a basic content distribution scenario con-
sisting of a single origin server connected through a shared bottle-
neck link to a number of users each equipped with a cache of finite
memory. The users issue a sequence of content requests from a set
of popular files, and the goal is to operate the caches as well as
the server such that these requests are satisfied with the minimum
number of bits sent over the shared link. Assuming a basicMarkov
model for renewing the set of popular files, we characterize approx-
imately the optimal long-term average rate of the shared link. We
further prove that the optimal online scheme has approximately
the same performance as the optimal offline scheme, in which the
cache contents can be updated based on the entire set of popular
files before each new request. To support these theoretical results,
we propose an online coded caching scheme termed coded least-re-
cently sent (LRS) and simulate it for a demand time series derived
from the dataset made available by Netflix for the Netflix Prize. For
this time series, we show that the proposed coded LRS algorithm
significantly outperforms the popular least-recently used caching
algorithm.

Index Terms—Coded caching, content distribution, online
scheme.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE demand for video streaming services such as those
offered by Netflix, YouTube, Amazon, and others is

growing rapidly. This places a significant burden on networks.
One way to mitigate this burden is to place memories into the
network that can be used to cache files that users may request.
In this paper, we investigate how to optimally use these caches.
In particular, we are interested in online algorithms for this
problem, in which the operations of the caches have to be
performed on the fly and without knowledge of future requests.
The online caching problem (also known as the paging

problem in the context of virtual memory systems) has a long
history, dating back to the work by Belady in 1966 [1]. This
problem has been investigated both for systems with a single
cache [1]–[13] as well as for systems with multiple distributed
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Fig. 1. Caching system considered in this paper. A server containing files
of size bits each is connected through a shared link to users each with a
cache of size bits. In the figure, and .

caches [14]–[16]. One solution to the caching problem that is
popular in practice and for which strong optimality guarantees
can be proved [2], [5], [9], [11]–[13] is the least-recently used
(LRU) eviction policy. In LRU, each cache is continuously
updated to hold the most recently requested files, allowing it to
exploit the temporal locality of content requests.
The figure of merit adopted by the papers mentioned so far

is the cache-miss rate (or page-fault rate in the context of the
paging problem), sometimes weighted by the file size. This
cache-miss rate is used as a proxy for the network load. For
systems with a single cache, the weighted cache-miss rate
and the network load are indeed proportional to each other,
and hence minimizing the former also minimizes the latter.
However, this proportionality no longer holds for systems
with multiple caches. For such systems with multiple caches,
a fundamentally different so-called coded caching approach
is required. This coded caching approach has been recently
introduced in [17]–[19] for the offline caching problem.
In this paper, we investigate online coded caching, focusing

on a basic content distribution scenario consisting of a single
origin server connected through a shared (bottleneck) link to a
number of users each equipped with a cache of finite memory
(see Fig. 1). The users issue a sequence of content requests from
a set of popular files, and the goal is to operate the caches as well
as the server such as to satisfy these requests with the minimum
number of bits sent over the shared link. We consider the case
where the set of popular files evolve according to a Markov
model and users select their demand uniformly from this set.
We approximately characterize the optimal long-term av-

erage rate of the shared link for this setting. We show further
that the optimal online scheme performs approximately the
same as the optimal offline scheme. This is perhaps surprising,
since in the offline scheme caches are allowed to be updated
in an offline fashion each time the set of popular files changes,
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whereas in the online scheme caches are updated in an online
fashion based solely on the limited observations they have
through the sequence of requests.1
To evaluate the gain of coded caching in practical scenarios,

we propose an online coded caching scheme termed coded least-
recently sent (LRS) and simulate it on a demand time series de-
rived from the dataset made available by Netflix for the Netflix
Prize. For this time series, we show that the proposed coded
LRS algorithm significantly outperforms the baseline LRU al-
gorithm.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II provides background information on coded
caching. Section III formally introduces the problem setting.
Section IV contains the main results. The proof of these results
are provided in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND ON CODED CACHING

Coded caching, recently introduced in [17]–[19], is a novel
approach to the distributed caching problem. It can achieve
a significant reduction in network load by creating and ex-
ploiting coded multicasting opportunities between users with
different demands. We make essential use of the offline coded
caching scheme from [18] in the present paper. Therefore, we
now briefly overview that algorithm and illustrate it with an
example.
The setting in [18] is the offline version of the one depicted

in Fig. 1 in Section I. In particular, a single origin server is con-
nected to users through a shared link. There is a fixed set of

files of length bits, and each user has a memory of size
bits with . The cache memories are prefetched

in an offline fashion during a placement phase (during a pe-
riod of low network load, say the early morning) so as to min-
imize the peak load over the shared link during
a later delivery phase (say in the evening) during which each
user requests a single file. We refer to the normalized peak load

as the peak rate.
The offline coded caching scheme proposed in [18] achieves,

for sufficiently large , a peak rate of

(1)
which is shown to be within a constant factor of the optimal rate.
In the placement phase of the algorithm in [18], each user

caches a random subset of bits of each of the files. In
the delivery phase, the server sends an appropriate linear com-
bination of those bits over the shared link to enable all users to
recover the requested files, as is illustrated in the following toy
example.
Example 1 (Decentralized Caching Scheme [18]): Consider

the caching problem with files say , and
users, each with a cache of size . In the placement phase,

1This definition of an offline caching scheme differs from the definition
adopted by other papers in the caching literature such as [2]. In those papers,
an offline scheme is one that has noncausal knowledge of the entire sequence
of demands.

each user caches bits of each file independently at
random, satisfying the memory constraint. We partition

where denotes the bits of file that are stored at the users
in the set , and similarly for . For sufficiently large, the
size of the subfile tends to bits
by the law of large numbers.
In the delivery phase, suppose that users one and two request

files and , respectively. User one already has access to parts
and of its requested file and needs and , which are

not cached its memory. Similarly, user two already has access
to parts and of its requested file and needs and .
The server can then satisfy these user requests by sending ,

, and over the shared link, where denotes the XOR
operation applied element-wise to and treated as vectors
of bits.
Observe that user one has stored in its cache. From this

and the output of the shared link, user one can recover
the desired file part . Similarly, user two has stored in its
cache and can use this to recover the desired file part from
the output of the shared link. Thus, using the contents
of their caches and the outputs of the shared link, both users can
recover all the required file parts.
The rate over the shared link is

where is defined in (1). While here the delivery
phase is explained for a specific set of user requests, one can
verify that this rate is achievable for all other possible requests
as well.
The main gain from using this scheme derives from the

coded multicasting opportunities between users with different
demands. These coded multicasting opportunities are created
in the placement phase and are exploited in the delivery phase.
As the size of the cache memories increases, this coded
multicasting gain increases as well. This gain, called the global
gain in [17], [18], is captured by the factor

in . There is a second, local, gain deriving from
having part of the requested file available in a user's local cache.
This local gain is captured by the factor

in . As is shown in [17]–[19], this local gain is
usually less significant than the global coded multicasting gain.

III. PROBLEM SETTING
We consider a content distribution system with a server con-

nected through a shared, error-free link to users as illustrated
in Fig. 1 in Section I. At time , each user requests a
file from a time-varying set of popular files with car-
dinality . The user's requests, collectively denoted
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by the vector , are chosen uniformly at random without re-
placement from . Each file has size bits, and each user is
equipped with a cache memory of size bits.
The content distribution system operates as follows. At the

beginning of each time slot , the users reveal their requests
to the server. The server, having access to the database of all the
files in the system, responds by transmitting a message of size

bits over the shared link. Using their cache contents and
the message received over the shared link, each user aims to
reconstruct its requested file .
The goal is to design the actions of the users and the server

such as to minimize the long-term average rate of the system,
i.e.,

(2)

while satisfying thememory and reconstruction constraints. Ob-
serve that the rate is the long-term average load over the
shared link normalized by the file size . In order to obtain a
rate independent of the file size and to simplify the analysis,
we allow the file size to be as large as needed.
In this paper, we are interested in online caching schemes,

which place additional restrictions on the actions of the server
and the caches. In such online schemes, the cache content at
user at the beginning of time slot is a function of the cache
content at the same user at the previous time , the output of
the shared link at time , and the requests
up until time . In particular, the cache content may not
be a function of the outputs of the shared link at times prior to

. Furthermore, for an online scheme, the message sent by
the server over the shared link at time is a function of only the
demands and the cache contents of the users at that time. We
define to be the long-term average rate over the shared link
of the optimal online caching scheme.
Example 2 (LRU): A popular online caching scheme is LRU.

In this scheme, each user caches entire files. When a user
requests a file that is already contained in its cache, that request
can be served out of the cache without any communication from
the server. When a user requests a file that is not contained in the
cache, the server sends the entire file over the link. The user then
evicts the least-recently requested (or used) file from its cache
and replaces it with the newly requested one.
Observe that this is a valid online caching strategy. Indeed,

the content of a user's cache at the beginning of time slot is
a function of the cache content at time , the output of the
shared link at time , and the past requests (in order to deter-
mine which file was least-recently used).Moreover, themessage
sent by the server at time is only a function of the demands
and the cache contents of the users at that time (in order to de-
cide if a file needs to be transmitted at all). We will adopt LRU
as the baseline scheme throughout this paper.
We next provide a formal description of the dynamics of the

set of popular files . The initial set consists of distinct
files. The set at time evolves from the set at time
using an arrival/departure process. With probability , there
is no new arrival and . With probability , there is
a new arrival, and the set is constructed by choosing a file

uniformly at random from and replacing it with a new, so
far unseen, file. Note that this guarantees that for all
.
Remark 1: In our model, all users request from the same set

of popular files uniformly at random; thus, they have the same
demand distribution at each time slot. While each individual
user might have different preferences and demand distribution,
the caches that we consider are not actually at the users' end,
but they are internal nodes in the network such that each cache
supports a large group of users. Thus, the demand distribution
from the cache's point of view is the average demand of a group
of users, which will be almost identical among all the caches if
the number of users supported by each cache is large.
Example 3 (Popular-File Dynamics): Consider a toy system

with popular files. A possible evolution of the set of
popular files is as follows.

: The initial set of popular files is .
: There is an arrival. The file is randomly chosen

and replaced with the new file , so that .
: There is no arrival, and .

IV. MAIN RESULTS
We start by introducing a new, online, coded caching algo-

rithm in Section IV-A. A simplified variant of this algorithm
is shown in Section IV-B to have performance close to the op-
timal online caching scheme. Section IV-C provides simulation
results comparing the proposed coded caching algorithm to the
baseline LRU scheme for an empirical demand time series de-
rived from the Netflix Prize database.

A. An Online, Coded Caching Algorithm
In this section, we propose an online version of the caching al-

gorithm in [18], which we term coded least-recently sent (LRS).
The coded LRS algorithm is presented formally in the listing
Algorithm 1. The statement of the algorithm uses the shorthand

for .

Algorithm 1 The coded LRS caching algorithm for time .

1: procedure DELIVERY
2: for do
3: for do
4: Server sends
5: end for
6: end for
7: end procedure
8: procedure CACHE UPDATE
9: for do
10: if is not partially cached at user then
11: User replaces the least recently sent file in its
cache with a random subset of bits of file
12: end if
13: end for
14: end procedure

Algorithm 1 consists of a delivery procedure and a cache up-
date procedure. We now explain those two procedures in detail.
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The delivery procedure is formally similar to the delivery pro-
cedure of the decentralized caching algorithm in [18].
denotes the bits of the file requested by user cached ex-
clusively at users in . In other words, a bit of file is in

if it is present in the cache of every user in and if it is ab-
sent from the cache of every user outside . The XOR operation
in Line 4 is to be understood as being applied element-wise

to treated as a vector of bits. If those vectors do not have
the same length, they are assumed to be zero padded for the pur-
poses of the XOR. We thus see that the delivery procedure of the
coded LRS algorithm consists of sending one linear file combi-
nation for each subset of users. It is worth pointing out that,
whenever a requested file is not cached at any user, then
is equal to the entire requested file, and hence when
in Line 3 the delivery procedure sends in this case the entire re-
quested file uncoded over the shared link.
Consider next the cache update procedure. In each time slot

, the users maintain a list of

partially cached files for some . The parameter can
be chosen to optimize the caching performance; a simple and
reasonable choice is . At time , after the delivery
procedure is executed, the caches are updated as follows. If a
requested file of any user is not currently partially
cached, all users evict the least-recently used file and replace
it with randomly chosen bits from file . This is
feasible since the uncached file was sent uncoded over the
shared link during the delivery procedure. Note that this update
procedure guarantees that the number of partially cached files
remains , and that the same files (but not necessarily the same
bits) are partially cached at each of the users. Furthermore,
the update procedure is helpful to keep track of changes in
for all users. In other words, the LRS eviction rule allows all
users to learn the distribution of the popular files over time.
We illustrate the proposed coded LRS algorithm with an ex-

ample. This example also illustrates that the rate of the proposed
scheme can be related to the rate defined in (1) of
the decentralized caching algorithm from [18].
Example 4: (Coded LRS): We consider again a system with

popular files and assume the same popular-file dynamics
as in Example 3 in Section III. Assume there are users
with a cache memory of . Let so that each user
caches a fraction 1/3 of the bits of files. We as-
sume that initially each user partially caches the files .
• : The set of popular files is . Assume
the users request . Both of the requested files
are partially cached at the users. In the delivery procedure,
the server sends , , and . For sufficiently
large, so that each of these file parts has close to expected
size (as discussed in Example 1 in Section II), this results
in a rate of

where is as defined in (1). Since all of the re-
quested files are already partially cached, the set of cached

files stays the same in the cache update procedure. In other
words, each user still partially caches .

• : The set of popular files changes to .
Assume the users request . Here, file is
partially cached at the users but file is not. The server
sends , , and . Since is not cached at any
of the users, we have in this case that and .
Hence, the transmission of the server is equivalently ,
and . This results in a rate of

Since is the LRS file, it is evicted from each cache and
replaced by a random third of the file . The new set of
partially cached files is .

• : The set of popular files stays the same
. Assume the users request , both of

which are now partially cached at the users. The server now
sends , , and . Unlike the previous time step,

is now no longer empty, and the resulting rate is

as calculated before. The set of partially cached files stays
the same, namely .

It is worth comparing the proposed coded LRS algorithm
with the well-known LRU algorithm described in Example 2
in Section III. Both of them are online algorithms. However,
there are three key differences. First, coded LRS uses a coded
delivery procedure whereas the transmissions in LRU are
uncoded. Second, coded LRS caches many partial files
whereas LRU caches fewer whole files. Third, coded
LRS uses a least-recently sent eviction rule, taking into ac-
count the files requested by all users jointly, compared to the
least-recently used eviction rule, taking into account only the
files requested by every user individually. The impact of these
differences will be explored in more detail later.

B. Theoretical Results
The main result of this paper is the following theorem for the

setting described in Section III with files and users each
with a cache of size .
Theorem 1: The long-term average rate of the optimal

online caching scheme satisfies

where

The proof of Theorem 1 is presented in Section V. The upper
bound in Theorem 1 results from the analysis of a simplified ver-
sion of the proposed coded LRS caching scheme, showing that
this algorithm is approximately optimal. For the lower bound,
we use the rate of the optimal offline scheme, whose rate is ap-
proximately .
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Fig. 2. Performance of various caching approaches for a system with
popular files, users, and arrival probability . The figure

plots the long-term average rate over the shared link as a function of cache
memory size for LRU (dashed green line), uncoded LRS (dashed black line),
and the proposed coded LRS (solid blue line).

The theorem implies that the rate of the optimal online
caching scheme is approximately the same as the rate of the
optimal offline scheme. Recall that, in an offline scheme, the
cache memories are given access to the entire set of popular
files each time it changes. Moreover, these cache updates are
performed offline, meaning that the data transfer needed to
update and maintain the caches is not counted towards the load
of the shared link. In contrast, in the online scenario, caches are
updated based on the limited observations they have through
the sequence of demands. Furthermore, the cache updates are
performed through the same shared link and therefore affect
the average rate. Theorem 1 thus indicates that these significant
restrictions for the online problem have only a small effect on
the rate compared to the offline scheme.
We now compare the proposed coded LRS scheme to the

baseline LRU scheme. The performances of these two schemes
are shown in Fig. 2 for a system with popular files,

users, and arrival probability . As is visible from
the figure, coded LRS provides significant gains over LRU both
for small and large memory sizes. For example, for
(meaning that the cache is large enough to hold 1/4 of the pop-
ular files), LRU results in a rate of 22.7 (meaning that we need
to send the equivalent of 22.7 files over the shared link on av-
erage), whereas coded LRS results in a rate of 3.6. Similarly, for

, LRU results in a rate of 6.2, whereas coded LRS
results in a rate of 0.3.
As mentioned in Section IV-A, the three main differences be-

tween coded LRS and LRU are coded delivery, partial caching,
and LRS eviction. To get a sense of the impact of these three
differences, Fig. 2 also depicts the performance of the uncoded
LRS scheme. In this scheme, whole files are cached and un-
coded delivery is used (as in LRU); however, the LRS eviction
rule is used (unlike in LRU).
Comparing (uncoded) LRS to LRU, we see that the two

schemes perform quite similarly for small and moderate values
of , say . For large values of , say

, LRS provides a significant improvement over LRU.
This is because when is close to the number of popular files

, the rate is dominated by the arrival of new popular files, and
LRS eviction allows the caches to learn these new files with
fewer cache misses than LRU.
Comparing uncoded LRS to coded LRS, we see that only

when is very close to the number of popular files are the
performances of the schemes similar. For all other values, coded
LRS significantly outperforms uncoded LRS. This implies that,
except for large values of , the main gain of the coded LRS
scheme derives from the partial caching of many files and from
the coded delivery.

C. Empirical Results

We now evaluate the performance of the proposed coded LRS
and the baseline LRU schemes for a real-life time series of de-
mands. Note that our simulation setting does exactly coincide
with the theoretical model that we consider; though, it demon-
strates similar behavior in the evolution of popular files, and
supports and completes our theoretical results in Section IV-B.
This time series is derived from the dataset made available by
Netflix for the Netflix Prize as follows. Each entry in the Netflix
dataset consists of a user ID, a movie ID, a time stamp, and a
rating that the user gave to the movie at the specified time. We
are not interested in the rating here, but would like to use the
time of rating a movie as a proxy for the time of viewing that
movie.
This approach is problematic for oldmovies, which usersmay

rate long after they have seen them. However, it is reasonable
to expect that the rating time is close to the viewing time for
recently released movies. To ensure that this is the case, we se-
lected all user ratings in the database from the year 2005 (the
last full year for which ratings are available), and kept only
those that are for movies released in either 2004 or 2005. The
resulting filtered time series contains about user ratings for
1948 unique movies.
To validate this approach, Fig. 3 plots the number of ratings

for the twomost-rated movies (“Troy” and “National Treasure”)
as a function of time measured in weeks. The movie “Troy”
was released on DVD on January 4, 2005 (at which time it was
likely also available on Netflix), corresponding to week 1. The
movie “National Treasure” was released on DVD on May 3,
2005, corresponding to week 18. As can be seen from Fig. 3,
the number of ratings increases strongly on the DVD release
week, stays relatively high for a number of weeks, and then
drops. This suggests that the rating time is indeed a valid proxy
for the viewing time when applied to recently released movies.
It also suggests that the model of time-varying popular files de-
scribed in Section III and used for the theoretical analysis in
Section IV-B is a reasonable model for the viewing behavior of
users.
Fig. 4 compares the performance of the proposed coded LRS

scheme to the baseline LRU scheme for the Netflix demand
time series for a system with caches (each here corre-
sponding to many users that are attached to it). The figure shows
that coded LRS again significantly outperforms LRU. In partic-
ular, for a cache size of , LRU achieves a rate of 10.9
compared with a rate of 4.7 for coded LRS.
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Fig. 3. Number of ratings in the Netflix database for two movies (“Troy” and
“National Treasure”) as a function of week in 2005.

Fig. 4. Performance of various caching approaches for the Netflix demand time
series and a system with caches. The figure plots the long-term average
rate over the shared link as a function of cache memory size for LRU
(dashed green line) and the proposed coded LRS (solid blue line).

V. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
To prove Theorem 1, we establish an upper bound

(Section V-A) and a lower bound (Section V-B) on the optimal
long-term average rate .

A. Upper Bound in Theorem 1
For the upper bound on , we analyze a simplified version

of the proposed coded LRS scheme. We refer to this simplified
scheme as coded random eviction. In coded random eviction, if

files are requested by users at time that are not currently par-
tially cached, then of the cached files are randomly chosen,
evicted from all cache memories, and replaced with
randomly chosen bits from each of the newly requested files.
Observe that this guarantees that the same collection of files is
partially cached at each user. The remainder of the algorithm is
the same as coded LRS as listed in Algorithm 1. In particular,
the coded random-eviction algorithm partially caches
files with at each user, where is the cardinality of
the set of popular files .
Recall that, according to the system model described in

Section III, at each time slot , the users request randomly
chosen files from the set of popular files without replace-
ment. At any time , not all files in may be partially cached
at the users. As in the previous paragraph, we denote by the
(random) number of uncached files requested by the users at
time . By definition, takes value in set .

The delivery procedure in Algorithm 1 transmits these files
uncoded over the shared link. To send the remaining files
that are partially cached at the users, the delivery procedure of
Algorithm 1 uses coding. This requires a rate of

as described in Section II, and with as defined
in Theorem 1 and in (1). Thus, the rate over the shared link
at time is

The long-term average rate of coded random eviction is
therefore upper bounded by

(3)

To prove Theorem 1, we show that the first term in (3) is approx-
imately and that the second term is upper bounded
by a constant. This second upper bound is perhaps surprising,
since itself can take any value up to and is hence not upper
bounded by a constant independent of the problem parameters.
We start with the analysis of the second term in (3). Let the

random variable denote the number of files in that are
partially stored in the caches at the beginning of time slot .
Note that takes value in . Conditioned on ,
the random variable has expected value

Therefore

(4)

In what follows, we investigate the random process .
Lemma 2: is a Markov process and has a unique

stationary distribution . Moreover

where is distributed according to .
Proof: Due to the nature of the random-eviction algorithm,

and due to the memoryless arrivals and departures to the set of
popular files , is a Markov process. It is easy to see
that this Markov process has a single ergodic recurrent class
consisting of the states and has
transient states . Therefore, has
a unique stationary distribution .
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Since can only take non-negative values, from Tonelli's
theorem [20] and the properties of , we have

Since

by ergodicity, we obtain from the Cesàro-mean theorem that

This implies that

completing the proof.
Applying Lemma 2 to (4) yields that

(5)

To establish the upper bound on Theorem 1, it thus remains to
lower bound . This is done in the next lemma.
Lemma 3: Let be as in Lemma 2. Then

Proof: To analyze , we will need a more detailed un-
derstanding of the random process . We define two auxil-
iary processes , and , both for . is the number of
randomly evicted files from the caches at the end of time slot
that are in . In other words, counts the number of wrongly
evicted files. is the number of files that were correctly cached
at the end of time slot but are no longer popular at time ;
that is, if at the end of time slot , there is a departure
from the set of popular files and that the departing file is par-
tially stored in the caches at the end of time slot (i.e., after the
cache update).
Using these auxiliary processes, we can write the following

update equation for process :

(6)

In words, (6) states that the number of correctly cached files at
time is equal to the number of correctly cached files
at time , plus the number of newly requested and cached files
, minus the number of wrongly evicted files , minus the

number of files that were correctly cached at the end of time
slot but are no longer popular at time .
Example 5: Consider a scenario with users and

files. Let and assume at time
the files are partially cached. Then ,

since the overlap is file . Assume the users request
at time . Then , since two uncached files and
are requested. To accommodate the two new files, we randomly
evict two cached files. Assume those files are and so that
the cached files at the end of time slot are . Then

, since file in is evicted from the caches. Finally
assume that file is randomly selected to depart from and
is replaced by the new file , so that . Then

, since the departed file is cached at the end of time
slot . Finally, , since file is both popular and cached.
This satisfies

To establish a lower bound on we use the update (6)
instead of directly computing the stationary distribution ,
which is not tractable. Assume that the process is started
in steady-state.2 In other words, has distribution for every

. Then, taking expectations on both sides of (6), we have

Since , this simplifies to

(7)

We now calculate the two expectations in (7). We start with
the left expectation. Consider the number of correctly cached
files at the end of time slot just after the caches are up-
dated but before any departures from the set of popular files .
Note that

Conditioned on , we obtain

since a departure happens with probability and since there are
files out of which are popular. Now, so

that

2We point out that this assumption is merely a proof technique. The actual
caching system itself may not be started in steady state.
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Solving for yields

(8)

We then consider the right expectation in (7). Conditioned on
and , the random variable has the expected value

since files are evicted and of the partial files in
memory are correctly cached. Thus,

and

Finally, the right expectation in (7) can be evaluated as

(9)

For ease of notation, define

and

Substituting (8) and (9) into (7) and rearranging then yields

(10)

This is a quadratic equation in the expected value of .
In Appendix A, we show that the solutions to this quadratic
equation can be lower bounded as

(11)

Observe that, crucially, this lower bound does not depend on the
variance of . Using this lower bound on , we obtain
after some algebra

concluding the proof of Lemma 3.
Applying Lemma 3 to (5) and substituting into (3) shows that

In Appendix B, we show that is upper bounded
as,

(12)

for . Hence,

Setting , we obtain for

On the other hand, for , we trivially have

Since the long-term average of the optimal scheme is less than
or equal to , this implies

thus concluding the proof of the upper bound in Theorem 1.

B. Lower Bound in Theorem 1
We consider an offline scenario in which all cache memories

are fully aware of the set of popular files . In addition, at
the beginning of each time slot , before users decide on their
requests, the caches are given full access to all the files in
to update their stored content at no cost. However, the cache
memories are not aware of future requests. Clearly, the rate of
the optimal scheme for this offline setting is a lower bound on
the optimal rate for the online setting.
This offline problem is in fact equal to the prefetching

problem investigated in [17]–[19], where it is shown that the
instantaneous rate, and therefore also the long-term average
rate, is lower bounded by . Thus

as needed to be shown.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We considered a content distribution system with one server
connected through a shared link to users. We addressed an
online caching problem in which users demand a sequence of
files from a set of popular files at each time slot, where the set of
popular files is changing according to aMarkovmodel.We char-
acterized approximately the optimal long-term average rate of
the shared link, and showed that the performance of the optimal
online scheme is close to the performance of the optimal offline
scheme. Furthermore, we proposed an online coded caching al-
gorithm termed coded least-recently sent (LRS), and demon-
strate its great advantage over the conventional LRU scheme
via simulations.
We point out that, while we focused here on the basic net-

work configuration depicted in Fig. 1, the coded caching ap-
proach can also be applied to more general configurations such
as tree networks with caches at the leaves (see [18]) or networks
with hierarchical caches (see [21]). In addition, the cache up-
dating scheme proposed in this paper can be used in conjunc-
tion with the delivery schemes designed for non-asymptotic file
sizes, where each file can be split into only a small number
of subfiles and for delay sensitive applications, such as video
streaming (both discussed in [22]).
The caching problem is related to the index coding problem

[23], [24] (or, equivalently [25], the network coding problem
[26]). Indeed, after the cache content has been placed or up-
dated, the following delivery phase in response to a specific
set of demands and for fixed cache content induces an index
coding problem. The main challenge in caching compared to
index coding is that in the cache updating phase, the system is
not aware of the upcoming sequence of demands. Therefore,
the cache updating must be designed to simultaneously facil-
itate exponentially many possible sequences of index coding
problems, one for each possible future demand. Given that the
index coding problem is known to be computationally hard to
solve even approximately [27], it is perhaps surprising that the
solution to the caching problem proposed in this paper approx-
imately achieves the optimum average rate. For further discus-
sion on the connection between caching and index coding, the
reader is referred to [17, Sec. VIII ].

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF (11)

Set

Then, (10) can be written as with solu-
tions . Since is the average of a real
random sequence and satisfies the above quadratic equation, this

equation has real solutions. In this case, the smaller solution is
with the negative sign. Thus

where, for the last inequality, we have used that .
Now

where we have again used . Thus, is lower bounded as

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF (12)

Assume first that . Then

where the last inequality holds since

for and . Assume then that
. Then

Combining those two inequalities shows that
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